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New York University
ABSTRACT
Attentiontothetemporalaspectsof datamanagementhasintensifiedinrecentyears,focusing
on data models and related systems that are sensitive to the ubiquitous temporal aspects of
data. Both the growing need for easier access to historical data, as well as the imminent
availability of mass storage devices, are makingthis apromisingbranchof database research,
both practically and theoretically.
In this paper we summarize the main results of recent research on temporally sensitive data
models, discuss the lessons learned in their development, and assess the prospects and
dimculties involved in incorporating a temporal dimension into database management
systems (TODBs). Inparticular, three system levels are identified: the external userview of
the database; an intermediate view closer to the structure of an existing data model; and
an internal or implementation view defined interms of low level data structures. This general
architecture coherently incorporates a variety of related research results and development
experiences, and serves as the framework for theoretical and implementation research into
such systems
Introduction The underlying pmmise ofthis expandingbodyof research
is the recognition that time is not merely another dimen-
sion, or another data item tagged along with each tuple,Itseemsnotonlynaturalbutevensomewhattardythatin but rather a more fundamental organizing aspect that
our never-ending quest to capture more semantics in humanuserstreatinvery special ways Theresultsofthisformalinformationsystems,we arebeginningtoaugment researchreinforcetheperceptionthatdesigningtemporal
our conceptual models with a temporal dimension. In- features into information systems requires new and dif-
deed, there is growing research interest in the nature of ferent conceptual tools
time in computer-based information systems and the
handling of temporal aspects of data Roughly 50 refer- A recent panel broughttogether many researchers in the
ences to the subject were identified and annotated by field to discuss their work and identify promising research
Bolour (1982), addressing four major topical areas: areas (Ariav, 1983 (a)). At the panel, four areas of research
were indentified, and in this paper we focus on two of
1. Conceptual data modeling-an extension to these issues namely the implementation of temporalthe relational model to incorporate a built-in DBMS and the data models underlying them.semantics for time (Clifford, 1983 (a)).
2. Design and implementation of historical data-
Inmost existing information systems, aspects of the data
bases-the organization of write-once, his- that refer to time are usually either neglected treated
torical databases (Aliav, 1981), and implemen- only implicitly, or explicitly factored out ('Ihichritzis,
tation of temporally oriented medical databases 1982). None of thethree majordatamodels incorporates
(Wiederhold, 1975). a temporal dimension; users of systems based on these
models who need temporal information must resort to
3. 'Dynamic databases'-the modeling of patchworksolutionstocircumventthelimitationsoftheir
transition rules and temporal inferences from systems. Furthermore, most information systems
these rules (May, 1981). typically differentiate between present- and past-related
questions in terms of data accessibility (e.g., online and
4. AI related research-the temporal under- offline storage, current database and log tapes.) It is
standing of time-oriented data (Kahn, 1975). important to note that this situation prevails not because
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of the scarcity of temporal references in common data The earliestof the conceptual datamodels, theinfological
but rather in spite of their abundance. These current data model (Langefors, 1973; 1975) is based on the
practices clearly simplify the task of data management naural human perception of elementary facts (e-facts).
but result in reduced functionality and a less 'correct' or Specifically, the concepts of an object, a pmperty (or
'faithful' representation of reality. relation), and time are associated to form an"atomic" e-
fact, which is assumed to be the "building block" of
Interest in the temporal aspects of data management is human knowledge. Recording such an e-fact in the infor-
prompted by a number of developments Prominent mation system results in an elementary message (e-
amongthem isthe conceptandgrowingusage ofdecision message), which includes the references to an object, a
supportsystems(DDS)-thecapacitytodealadequately property (attribute or relation), and a time point
withtimeandhistoricalinformationisacorerequirement
inDSS (Ariav, 1983 (b)). Historicalinformation is also an Basically,theinfologicaltimeisanattdbutethatprovides
essential component in business planning in general, and a built-in temporal context for every recorded fact in the
especally in retrospective analysis (Ackoff, 1981). information system For instance, if 0(p) is the set of all
Applications as varied as medical tracking, personnel the objects that can potentially-regardless of time-
record systems document control, reselvations handling have propertyp, thena"time slice," Ot(P), is the setof all
and maintenance monitoring are all rich in temporal objects havingproperty p at timet, whichis fully contained
infoImation; in fact, it is difficult to imagine operational in 0(p).
application areas devoid of a temporal dimension. '
The basic infological operation is the entry of a new e-
Since the storage potentially needed for "complete his- message, of type insert delete, orupdate. An e-message
tories" is doubtlessly huge, the practicality andfeasibility bears the information that an "elementary situation"
of storing complete historical data is likewise contingent prevails, either at a time point or during a time period.
upon recent hardware developments that relax some of With this conceptual mechanism which is supposed to
the constraints that have traditionally prevented the bear a close resemblance to the human memory, the
creation of similar information systems. In particulaL system can retain information about properties or rela-
optical storage technologies provide inexpensive access tions that are no longer valid
to a vast amount of data, in an access time comparable to
that of current popular direct access storage devices This enhanced capacity comes with a mice: it complicates
(Copeland, 1982; Chi, 1982). the nature of the (validity) constraints used in the infolo-
gical modeL For example, the convenient "closed world
Thispaperexplicatesthetheoreticalbasisfordeveloping assumption (Reiter, 1978) is complicated as, say, a
temporally oriented information systems and databases personcanbe correctlyrecordedasmarried and single in
by focusing on temporally sensitive concephal models the same instance of the database, though in reference to
and examining relevant database oriented data models different time. In an example of a perfectly valid data-
We then comment on the common issues raised by these base response, the statement "X works for Y' could be
inquiries into temporal models, and assess some of the false while at the same time "X worked for Y' could be
difficulties encountered. A framework for integrating true.
much of the above research in the area into a general
foundation for the implementation of a temporally ori- Although time is identified as one of the three primary
entedDBMSisproposedandweconcludethepaperwith components of human knowledge, its role in the initial
an examination of further research issues infological approach was limited to the mere indexing of
mcorded facts. This nodon of 'infologicar time was never-
theless refined in a later extension of this work (Bubenko,
Time in Infological Models 1977).
Conceptual enterprise data models link phenomena of
interest in the environment of the information system For instance, a further distinction is made here between
with the way these phenomena are structured and extrinsic and in#insic times. Specifically
formally recorded within that system. In this section we
focus on three temporally sensitive, conceptual data 1. Extrinsictimereflectsthefactthateverystate-
models that aim to capture the informationrequirements ment is passively embedded in a temporal
ofthe enterprise. The purposeof this analytic surveyisto context-whether or not this context is formally
identify temporal issues on a conceptual level; data preserved. For example, the statement made
models that are more concerned with the structure and in October 1983: "G, movesto, NewYork" has
storage of data are discussed separately in the next an extrinsic time-index "October 1983" asso-
section. ciated with it
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2. Intrinsic time is part of the content of a state- authority, the referee, has the power also to issue a
ment. For instance, the statement made in correction transaction to erase or alter facts already in the
January 1983: "G, moves to, New York, 9/82," information system. This introduces the (rather tricky)
includes the intrinsic time "9/82." notion of recording histoty, thereby raising the issue of
the DBMS having to manage two different time compo-
Amuchbroaderperspectiveofinformationmodelingand nents. This view recognizes that the database itself is an
time as a modeling construct was developed by Bubenko object whose history is of interest the DBMS should not
(1980). In this perspective a time model is specified only modelthe history of the changes to the objects in its
bdore any other concept or data modeling construct is domain, but should also track the development of.the
defined, reflecting the primary nature of the temporal content of the database over time, preserving the se-
contect This time model focuses on hierarchical aspects quence of changes in the database.
of the structure of time and provides a formal calendar
system, with a strict, unambiguous hierarchy of time Another conceptual issue dealt with in TERM is the
periods. representation of an infinite history by a finite set of
states. For that purpose the TERM language recognizes
Furtherextensionofthisconceptrecognizedtheneedfor a (finite) set of charucteristic states and a derivation
existence criteria for objects. The approach is that ob- functionbywhichstatesthatarenotenunciatedexplicity
jects exist between two specially designated events (e.g., am infered (e.&,linear interpolation, exponential smooth-
hiring and firing of an employee). In general, events ing, splines, or step-functions).
play a fundamental role in determining the behavior of
objects, and they mmain indefnately recoded in the con-
ceptual model Time in Datalogical Models
Like its predecessors, Bubenko's discussion fails to indi-
cate how to reconcile infinite conceptual models with Inthissectionweexaminethedatabaseorientedmodels
finite machines and finite memories. A later attempt, the that underlie the architecture developed later. These
temporal extenstion of the entity-relationship model models fallinto two general catagories. First are those in
(TERM) (Klopprogge, 1981), addressed this issue, and which a theorectical basis is developed, but no design is
focuses on the definition of a histo,rstruc re-a data explicated (specifically (Bubenko, 1977) and (Clifford,
construct designed to capture special properties of time.
explicated and a design outlined, but no actual
1982)). Second are those in which a theoretical basis is
TERM concentrates on a set of modeling primitives implementation attempted (specifically (Ben-Zvi
based on the constructs of the entity-relationship model 1982) and (Ariav, 1983 (b)). In our examination of these
(Chen, 1976). The history structure thus augments the works we will concentrate on major database-related
basic R-R constructs to create new, extended ones, (e. g., findings that they explored.
attribute-history, role-history). An entity-history is repre-
sented bythe histories ofthe attributes that make up this Bubenko (1977) illustrates the problems in handling
type of entity (a composite history). temporal data through an example-an inventory
management systern The systemkeeps trackof available
Time in TERM is captured within the rer„Ar E-R quantities-on-hand, and the events affecting this infor-
modelingconstructs (Le., undereachbasic fact(attribute mation, forexample, shipments anddelivebes.Bubenko
orrelationship) onecan finditshistory). Thisisadifferent argues that time should be introduced through record-
perspective from the earlier models mentioned above, ingthe quantities-on-handattimesofchange.Thismethod
where each point in time 'owned' the corresponding guarantees that the database includes a finite number of
description of the "state of the world" at that time. time point references Moreover, it points out an essen-
tial conflict between the finite representation in the
An entity-history automatically includes a'latent' attri- database, and the user's perception of a continuity of
bute of existence-description, indicating the periods of changes over time. Some resolution to this conflict is
time during which the corresponding entity "exists." essential to any successful database modeL
Setting the existence attribute of an entity to "off"
simulates the effect of the ordinary deletion operation, The underlying perception of time as fluid and progres-
but in the context of a constantly growing information sing into the future illustrates the point that handling
system. time requires special care, and cannot be addedin anad
hoc manner to a traditional data model Forinstance, the
The basic operation in the model is, again, the addition relation QUANTITY-ON-HAND (article, quantity,
of a state to a histoly structure: an observer can issue a time) is not a relation in the conventional sense, since if
database registration transaction either to initiate or we define its meaningto be'quantity attime t' where tis
complete a history. However, a designated privileged a variable, its extension potentially includes an infinite
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number of tuples. However, assuming that there is an relational DBMS from scratch. The proposed structure
underlying finite representation of the database, time includes rather elaborate indexing to allow efficient
views could be defined using the tools of relational retrieval of current and historical tuples. Interestingly,
algebra or relational calculus the proposal includes a facilityto supportfuture data by
automatically replacing current data with future data at
The latter point is one of the major issues dealt with by the appropriate time.
Clifford(1982). This workprovidesthe theoreticalback-
ground for the incorporation of a temporal component A clear limitation of this time-relational model is that itinto the relational modeL It shows how the semantics of does not include any operators that actdirect& upon thesuch an extended relational model can be mirrored by time-relations, andtherefore noneof the problems asso-the semantics of a formal temporal logic. ciated with such operators are actually addressed. For
example, retrieval of an explicitly temporal object, suchIn particular, Clifford identified three major principles as the history of an entity, is not possible in this modelthat must be addressed in any practicalimplementation since the only temporal view supported is a slice at aof an historical database system. The first of these was single point in time. The definition of richer temporalthe notion of a "completed relationi" which motivated
the intuitive concept of the database as a collection of
views is nevertheless the major concern of Ariav (1983
(b)), and Clifford 1983(b), where the data modelsthree-dimensional cubes of facts. The comprehension developedincludethedatacubeasabasicdataconstruct
plinciple, a three-dimensional analog of the "closed- (rather than relying on the "traditional" relation), and aworld" assumption, stated thatforall practicalpurposes set of operations and contraints on such constructs areit must be assumed that the database has complete outlines.informationaboutobjects andthetimeperiodwhich it is
modeling. Finally, the need for explicit continuity as- Almost all the attempts to construct a temporal datasumptions was identified. These functions are associated model, or implement a system based on one, havewith time-varying attributes in the model, and define a
mapping from a partial specificaion of their value (for
related to a three dimensional representation of tem-
example, from a sampling at a small number ofpoints) to poralrelations, mainlyas amentalimage. Theessenceofthe model developed by Ariav (1983 (b)) was to make
a complete specification of their value over some time
interval While implementation was not directly addres- this pervasive cubic view a primary and tangible datastructure. The dimensions of the cube are objects,sedin this work, these principlesneedtobeaddressedin attributes, and time, each of which can be manipulated
any serious implementation effort directly by the user-the temporal aspect of data is not
factored out when the user accesses it. This ubiquitousSome research efforts have tried to form a theoretical cubic view of temporally oriented data serves as thebasis foradesign proposal Forinstance, Ben-Zvi(1982) external (users') view of historical data in the DBMSintroduces the time relational model as a basis for a new architecture.architecture which incorporates comprehensive time
processing capaBilities into the relational modeL In this
modeL a traditional relation is extended into a time-
The operations in this model are the basic relational
relation which contains the tuples' history, Le., all the
ones Le., selection (manipulating the object dimension
of the cube), and projection (manipulatingthe attributevalues that each tuple has acquired over time. dimension)), albeit modified to operate on, and produce
A time view operator, TV, is then defined as the operation cubes. An attempt was made to preserve the original
thatextracts fromatime-relation aregular(flat) relation
definition of this operation such that is applied to flat
which corresponds to the state of affairs at a specified relationalextensions(ratherthancubicones),resultsarecompatible with standard relational operations. An ad-point in time (as seen from any specified point in time).
Every operation on data (e. g., SELECT, PROJECT, or ditional operation introduced as part of the model is
JO N) is preceded by the TV operator, and therefore time-selection, which manipulates (e.g., restricts) the
retains its standard relational meaning. The model pro- temporal dimension of the cube.
poses a unified view of present and past data, and thus The model was then used as the basis for the implemen-
maintains time-independence and time transparency,
Le., the user may operate on this model without paying tation design of a temporally oriented database. Inparticular, it underlies the design of an extension of
special attention to time. SQL to incorporate temporal elements in a way that does
not penalize users who are not interested in accessing
Although no actual implementation is reported, some the historical data, (Recent work by Snodgrass (1984)
aspects of a design are discussed. For instance, a major reports on a similar extension to the query language
issue is whether to add a time-relational front-end inter- QUEL.) The querylanguage is furtherexpressedinaset
face to an existing DBMS, or to design and build a time- of navigational operations, and ultimately translated
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into a DBTG schema. The same model is then used in the extrinsic time of the facts itcontains. Othertemporal
the design of an integrated graphic user interface that dimensions are conceivable, and this issue bear
s much
pictorially introduced the time dimension into query additional research
responses.
There are apparent differences with regard to the place
Both Ben-Zvi (1982) and Ariav (1983(b)) developed of time in the hierarchyof constructs, namely"above" or
some limited theoretical basis for their database imple- "underneath" other objects. For instance, while the
mentation design, but did not validate their architectural infological approach embeds every fact in a time context
proposals through a corresponding implementation (or (time precedes the objects), TERM adopts the
view of
prototyping) effort Nevertheless, we should point to the object history. We feel that time in the model should
existence of ad hoc implementation efforts, undertaken ideally be orthogonal to the other constructs, and thus
without any explicit theoretical basis (Wiederhold, 1975; simultaneously support bdth views. This orthogonality is
Ariav, 1981), and of implemented AI-oriented system the premise for the cube, as discussed below.
(Findler, 1971; Kahn 1975).
There are also apparent differences with respect to the
criteria or mechanisms for determining the existence of
Issues in Temporally Oriented Data an object We tend to opt for an application-dependent
Modeling and Management interpretation of events, rather thanusing a designated
special universal attribute. For instance, the firing of an
In the preceding sections some effort is made to ad-
employee, which would typically turn off the corre-
dress the fundamental organizing concept of time. Even sponding existence condition, is not a termination since
though they attack the common problem from widely the employee may still exist in terms of retirement
differing angles, these temporally sensitive data models
benefits, orbe eligible forretroactive salary adjustment
seem to suggest some recurrent issues and desired
properties for historical database systems These themes Another fundamental problem tackled by almost all the
suggest immediately relevant guidelines to the design of temporal models related to the apparent tension between
corresponding information systems, and we outline them the finite recording of facts in the database, and the
in this section. provision of a dense view of the data
along the time
dimension. Specifically, a user can derive for each mo-
First and foremost among the observations made while ment during the database history a corresponding view
developing these models is that time aspects of data of the database as it existed at that time. This gives rise
management are indeed universal, and their treatment to the notion of completion of relations or the specification
can be generalized across applications and application of functions for temporal interpolation of values (Clifford
areas. The latter finding legitimized the attempt to 1983(b)).
incorporate time handling features into generalized
DBMS's. If limitation on processing and stomge capabili- Last, but certainly not least is the issue of completeness
ties do not rule it out, then, the ideal system should be
of temporally oriented data models Without some gen-
able to retain histories Moreover, the system should be erally accepted objective quality criteria there is no real
structuredinsuchawaythatuserswithnotemporaldata way to compare models and guarantee appropliatenes&
needs are not unduly penalized by this added system Current efforts rely heavily on established relational
dimension. completeness as a basis, wit
h some ad hoc extension.
This indeed seems to be a safe departure point, but
much is still to be understood about temporal modeling
before a standard can be instituted
Another major recurrent theme is the centrality of the
recording of instantaneous changes in attribute values, the An Architecture
event. The notion of an eventas a fundamentalmodeling
concept enjoys a broad consensus. It is quite imperative for 'Ibmporsally Oriented DBMS
that a temporally oriented information system incor-
porate this notion into its data model In general, the study of time in database systems has so
far done very little to integrate the results of various
It seems that an ideal information system should be efforts; isolated treatments, theoretical or implementa-
capable of relaxing the assumption of temporal com- tion oriented, are the norm Unlike implementation
spondence between the states of the database and the attempts of the past, this proposed framework emerges
modeled environment This raises the need to deal with out of conceptual considerations to incorporate data
molethanone dimension oftimewithinthe same system modeling views, anditthereforeprovides sounderguide-
Specifically, the information system should be cognizant lines for implementation and a meaningful basis for
of at leasttwo dimensions: its ownrecordinghistory, and evaluation.
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The schematic structure of a TODB system
The proposed approach is based on a three layered temporal dimension. A simple scenario is depicted in
structure (see Figure 1), where the complexity of dealing Figure 2.
with time is resolved by adding an external shell around
the layers of traditional DBMS. Specifically, this outer- Deciding which time(s) will be used as the temporal
most layerprovides users ofthe system with an inherently dimension(s) of the cube (e.g., event time or recording
temporal representation of data. The two inner layers time) is, of course, a fundamental issue addressed
dealrespectivelywiththeformulationofdatabasequer- elsewhere (Ariav, 1983(b)). Given the centrality of
ies to satisfy the external representations, and mapping three-dimensional objects in temporal models, we choose
to the internal representation (ie., elementary data to focus here on the properties and mechanics of such
structures, files and access methods). data constructs, and defer the other question for future
research Thejumpfromtwotothree dimensionsisitself
The external data model that underlies this TODB is complicated, and while the formalism of an n-dimen-
based on the observation that the temporal lifespan of sional theory is probably not much more involved, the
the objects described in a database can be represented intuition for language constructs and metaphors at the
as a three dimensional object (a cube), utilizing this user interface are not immediately forthcoming.
pervasive spatial metaphor fortime. The middle layeris
a decomposition of the database cubes into traditional, flat Existing "time varying" or "static" databases provide
relations. Finally, the innermost layer of the structure only a cut through an object's temporal path at each
partitions these flat relations into static (non-time- point while the temporally oriented (or historicaD data-
varying) and dynamic (time-varyinf components. The base captures its temporal path in its entirety. The latter
time-varying component consists of all of the attributes type of database, therefore, can be viewed as a collection
whose values are organized by the system along a of data spaces or cubes of data. This three-dimensional
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The temporal path of the AIRPLANE database
view of historical data has some psychological support cubes extracted and rearranged from old ones) by oper-
(Aaronson, 1972), and is so pervasive in the related ating on any combination of dimensions. In otherwords,
database literature (Wiederhold, 1975; Clifford, 1982; users should be able to select attributes, and/or objects
Ben-Zvi, 1982; Ariav, 1983(b)) that we believe it to be and/orperiodsof time. Evenmore advancedoperations
appropriate for the external users' view of the database. should allow the user to join views over possibly differ-
ent points in time and thereby create new cubes, and to
The state of the relation atanypointin dme is determined utilize the ordering relation on time ("earlier than") to
byslicingthecubehorizontallyatadepthcorresponding form complex time-related queries.
to the specified time, and observing the values of data
that prevail for each of the objects represented in the The external shell of the system i* therefore meant to
relation. allow its users to retain that comfokable spatialimeta-
phor for temporal relationships while browsing thsough
What can a user do withthe whole additional dimension the database. Users' accesstothe datais throughajetof
thatthehistoricaldatabaseprovides? Attheelementary specification operations which refer · e'xplicitly *m the
level, a user should be able to move forward and back- dimensions of the cube (Le., specification of attribute,
ward in time to view the database at various points along object, and time context), and are in a form compatible
the time dimension which defines the cube. But merely with common relational query syntax. :.
enabling the user to zero in along the time dimension is
not sufficient More elaborate operations should allow Any relational view of an historical  atabase suchas we
the user to querithe database and form views (Le., new have outlined above must involve some4 mappingfrom
44.-
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the three- dimensional view seen by the users to some Conclusion and Further
internal view based upon the two-dimensional relations Research Issuesof the underlying database model. Because there are
many ways to encode three-dimensional structures into
two, it is not immediately obvious how bestto define the The above integrated framework views the implemen-
mapping from the internal to the external view of these tationof databases thataddressthe conceptoftime, as a
objects. The guide to choosing such a mapping should system composed of layers of abstraction; from the
naturally be based upon a consideration of how best to outermost, user view of a three- dimensional database,
provide users with a consistent, coherent, and flexible to the internal level of implemented time-series func-
view of their temporally oriented data, and at the same tions. What we have presented here has mainly been an
time a view which can be implemented relatively effi- exploration of both the conceptual modeling tools best
ciently. We have examined a number of possible map- suited for providing users with an historical view of their
pings, and the one we deemed most reasonable is out- data. and the appropriate design strategies for effectively
lined below. For illustrative purposes we consider the implementing such a view. There are naturally a number
single historical relation in Figure 2. of significant research issues that need to be addressed.
This approach considers attributes (as opposed to en- We have focused in this paper on what are, conceptually,
tire relations) to be the level at which control over the the upperlevelsofthe database. These stillremainto be
temporal dimension is exercised. In this view, an attri- implemented in terms of data structures and physical
bute such as STATUS has as its domain not readiness storage. Ariav (1984) has begun an effort to build a
levels (such as 1, 4, or 5), but rather functions from system based on this architectural framework and to
moments in time to readiness levels. The STATUS of use it as a vehicle to explore a variety of issues, including
AA-003, for example, is not 3 in this view, butratherthe storage strategies and associated algorithms, perform-
function: ance issues, and userinterfaces. Ways to exploit proper-
8:30-> 5 ties of new technologies like optical mass storage will
10:30-> 3 also be further explored.
11:30-> 1
As far as actual implementation is concerned, perhaps
Some representation of these functions, then, is what the most overriding consideration is whether to start
must comprise the internal view of the historical data- fromscratchandbuildacompleteDBMStailor-madeto
base. In other words, in this approach the three-dimen- provide an historical data perspective, or to build an
sional relation is decomposed, not into individual rela- historical front-end to some existing DBMS. We are
tions indexed by time, but rather into individual ati!ri- exploring the feasibility of both approaches, and expect
butes indexed by time. For greater flexibility, in fact, we to build at least a prototype system in each of these
allow some attributes to be simple, or non-time varying modes.Weneverthelessfeelthattheframeworkwehave
(for example, the attribute GENDER might be consid- presented above outlines the overall architecture that
ered to fall into this category.) Now functions being an implemented system should eventually have.
themselvesnothingmorethanrelationsconstrainedbya
functional dependency (STATE-> value), each time- Although the three-dimensional cubic view appears to
varying attribute can therefore be represented as a be a natural choice for the user interface to historical
separate binary relation with STATE as the key and its databases, there is no real experimental evidence in the
domain as the other, non-key attribute. Allthat remains domain of information systems to support this claim.
is to provide a mechanism for"linking" objects with the Further research is necessary to explon and contrast
relations that represent their time-varying attributes. thiswithotherviewsthatmightcreatemoreappropriate
One simple mechanism for providing this linkage is user metaphors and provide effective communication
depicted in Figure 3. between the user'sand the system's views of the tem-
poral information.
We found this internal view, which includes time as a
property of an attribute rather than of a tuple, or a Anotherinterestingareaforfurtherstudyistheproblem
relation, oreven adatabase, providesthemost flexibility of query optimization in the context of historical data-
and allows for a fuller treatment of time. Clifford bases. Howcanwemakeuse ofthenew structures of the
(1983(b)) presents a formal definition of an historical historical relational model, its new operators, and the
relational algebra based upon this view, and discusses additional information carried by each attribute to per-
the kinds of temporal properties that can be associated form more intelligent query analysis and trans-
with each attribute, including (1) its own time domain, formations?
(2) an interpolation function to determine the value of
the attribute at non-stored moments in time, and (3) its Ourimplementationframeworkalsopartitionstheover-
own periodicity or allowed rate of change. all problem into distinct and complementary problems
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The underlying data structures
of a more manageable scale. Regardless of the imple- The problems involved in temporally oriented data
mentation approach taken, the mappings between the modelsandtheirimplementationinanactualDBMSare
layersofabstraction(e.g.,fromthree-dimensionalcubes indeed difficult to solve, and our understanding of them
to ordinary relations, and from the latter to actual data as a research community is still preliminaiy. Neverthe-
structures) must be appropriately defined, and algor- less, the rewards of such a system will be correspondingly
ithms developed that implement them efficiently. A substantial Time affects almostevery facetof database
concurrenteffortisunderwaytoaugmentthetraditional practice and theory, and the explicit recognition of this
relational algebra with enough temporal operators to component in a temporally oriented DBMS introduces
provide a natural definition of the notion of temporal new and interesting opportunities in the domains of
completeness with respect to a query language. The database functionality, usability, recovery, and con-
formal definitions ofthese operators mustthen be trans- currency controL
lated into correct algorithms as a basis for imple-
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